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Abstract: Banking systems can transition from their traditional methodologies to a digital, immutable,
distributed ledger that can be implemented via Blockchain thanks to ever-evolving technologies. Blockchain
technology is a peer-to-peer linked distributed structure that can solve the problem of maintaining and
recording transactions in a banking system. Transparency, robustness, auditability, and security are all
characteristics of blockchain. This paper aims to provide these functionalities in a distributed banking
system based on blockchain that is comparable to current methodologies. It will also cover the limitations
of blockchain implementation as well as the future scope.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A blockchain system may be considered as a simply incorruptible cryptographic database where vital and confidential
user’s information will be recorded. The system is maintained by a net- work of computers, which is accessible to
anyone running the software. Blockchain operates as a pseudo-anonymous system that has nonetheless privacy problem
in view that all trans- actions are exposed to the general public, even though it is tamper-proof inside the sense of dataintegrity. The access control to manage heterogeneous user’s confidential records across a couple of MNC
establishments and devices had to be cautiously designed. Blockchain itself isn’t designed as a massive-scale storage
system. Within the context of framework for secure banking, a decentralized storage solution would significantly
complement the weak point of blockchain within the perspective. The blockchain network as a decentralized system is
extra resilient in that there is no single-point assault or failure compared to centralized systems. However, because all
the bit coin transactions are public and everyone has got right of entry to, there already exists analytics equipment that
picks out the members within the community based totally on the transaction records [2]. The most important module is
blockchain implementation comprises two kinds of records: blocks and transactions. In every block contains a
timestamp and a link to a preceding block is supplied via the secure hash algorithm. During the storage, the transaction
information into the blockchain system executes various algorithms like SHA for hash generation, mining for
generating a valid hash, smart contract for system policy, and consensus for validating current blockchain on all Peer to
Peer nodes. Therefore, banking application is more secure. Second thing is that data storage and accessibility. For this
point use the Secret Shamir hashing technique and keyword as well as content-based cryptography techniques.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES
The world is changing incredibly fast, and we are not all aware of it. Block chain technology and crypto-currencies are
an irreversible advancement that is disrupting established industries and the ways in which we interact financially. For
that reason, I believe understanding and being aware of this block chain wave is incredibly important. The existing
systems work as centralized architecture in database system.
2.1 Goals and Objectives
 To implement a decentralized application and designed a online banking security system based on Custom
blockchain.
 To address the feature of this technology which is it is incorruptible, encrypted, and traceable and permits data
synchronization.
 To improves the efficiency operations at each stage.
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2.2 Project Scope and Limitations
In order to overcome weaknesses and inconvenience of online banking security, our pro- posed authentication system is
designed to provide greater security and convenience by using user & transaction verification, authentication server &
authorization. To address existing security problem, we implementation of a trusted framework for online banking in
public cloud using multi-factor authentication using Blockchain Framework. To design and develop an own (custom)
blockchain to store all transaction records in se- cure manner. Deploy a dynamic smart contract with consensus
algorithm to enhance the transaction clarity to end user.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
Satoshi Nakamoto et.al [4] mentioned a peer to peer electronic cash system (Bitcoin). 2016. Online Payments or
transaction where directly send from one party to another without going through a financial institution which undergoes
peer to peer communication. Digital signatures play a role in protection at a limit. The proposed system uses a
verification of data and secure transmission of money through bank validation.
Smart Contracts also called crypto-contract, it is a computer program used for transferring / controlling the property or
digital currents in specific parties. It does not only determine the terms and conditions but may also implement that
policy / agreement. These smart contracts are stored on block-chain and BC is an ideal technology to store these
contracts due to the ambiguity and security. Whenever a transaction is considered, the smart-contract determines where
the transaction should be transferred / returned or since the transaction actually happened.
Currently CSIRRO team has proposed a new approach to integrate Block on IOT with [2]. In its initial endeavor, he
uses smart-home technology to understand how IOT can be blocked. Block wheels are especially used to provide access
control system for Smart- Devices Transactions located on Smart-Home. Introducing BC technology in IOT, this search
again provides some additional security features; however, every mainstream BC technology must have a concept that
does not include the concept of comprehensive algorithms. Moreover, this technology cannot provide a general form of
block-chain solution in case of IOT usage.
IV. MOTIVATION
To migrate the centralization of banking transaction into the decentralized approach.
To create a single platform where user can access all bank accounts using blockchain authentication.
To eliminate all physical things dependency which is must require for banking transaction.
To implement such approach on global environment using secure time less time consuming manner. We notice that the
decentralized architecture provides the automatic data recovery from different attacks.
According to Ilya Sukhodolski. The Al [3] system presents a prototype of multi-user system for access control over
datasets stored in incredible cloud environments. Like other unreliable environments, cloud storage requires the ability
to share information securely. Our approach provides access control over data stored in the cloud without the provider’s
investment. Access Control Mechanism The main tool is the dynamic feature-based encryption scheme, which has
dynamic features. Using Blockchain based decentralized badgers; our systems provide an irrevocable log for
accessibility requests for all mean- ingful security incidents like large financing, access policy assignment, alteration or
cancellation. We offer a set of cryptographic protocols that make the secret or secret key of cryptographic operation
confidential. The hash code of the sifter text is only transmitted by the block on laser. Our system has been tested on
prototype smart contracts and tested on Iterium Blockchain platforms.
V. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A security system is developed by using blockchain for security. The Four important modules in the system are user
authentication, user & transaction verification, authentication server & authorization.
A Blockchain is a digital, immutable, distributed ledger that chronologically records transactions in near real time. Our
protection gateway is an extension of the work proposed by blockchain framework.
A blockchain implementation comprises of two kinds of records: blocks and transactions. In each block contains a
timestamp and a link to a previous block is provided by the secure hash algorithm.
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VI. ARCHITECTURE OF BLOCKCHAIN
The blockchain is sequence of blocks which hold the information about transactions between nodes of a network.
Block Header consists of Block version, Merkle tree, Time Stamp, n Bit, Nonce, and Parent Block Hash.
 Block version consist of validation rules to be followed by block.
 Hash values of transactions are calculated by merkle tree.
 Current time is saved in time stamp.
 Target Threshold of a legitimate block hash in n-Bit.
 A varied accessory parameter is called Nonce, a 4- Byte (32 bits) field whose values is adjusted by miners
during hash calculation.
 Parent Block Hash indicates the pervious block hash value, where block i-1 is executed, block i is under
execution and block i+1 is yet to be executed.
Transaction Counter stores the number of transactions that are completed by the block [12].

VII. CONCLUSION
This proposed system suggests or summaries a secure and efficient way to store data on the cloud. Blockchain-based
cloud storage with data encryption gives data security in a decentralize zed structure. The proposed framework for
security model is suitable for measures initially used in banking transactions included blockchain technology. The
algorithms used to implement the system model are efficient and required less time and give high security for the data
which is being stored on the cloud. This kind of architecture makes the system more robust and resistant to different
security attacks which are performed by unauthorized users who try to steal and disclose the information in the data files
of the user for their benefit. Finally, we conclude that the security level of banking transactions has considerably
increased, thus making the overall process of banking much more convenient.
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